FELINE FRIENDLY PRACTICE

Our Behavioural service provides an empathetic
approach to owners concerns and can assist in:
* Providing pet selection information for
prospective owners in choosing a pet.
* Behavioural advice for new owners.
* Kitten information consults and monthly
checks.

Feline social structure is very different
than the canine pack and so their
behavioural requirements need to be
understood to affectively treat any issues.
At Brookfield we are dedicated to the
needs of your feline friend and our team
are experienced and can assist you with
any concerns that you may have.
Rabbits

* Puppy socialisation classes and training
evenings.
* Behavioural consultations for individual clients
and their pets.
* Treatment for common behavioural problems
like aggression, separation anxiety, compulsive
disorders, elimination/marking problems and
phobias.
* Informed referral to a Veterinary behaviourist
or behavioural counsellor.
* Behavioural advice for breeders.
* Behavioural literature and information clinics

Rabbits are also a very popular pet that
sometimes need our help and aggression
is top of the list of complaints.
If you are experiencing any behavioural
problems or just need advice on your pet
rabbit please contact and speak to our
trained staff.

COMPANION
ANIMAL
BEHAVIOUR
“Looking after the mental wellbeing of
your pet”

“Big enough to cope, small enough to care”

Hereford
1,Old Eign Hill
Hampton Park
Hereford
HR1 1TU
Tel:01432 357222
brookfieldvets@hotmail.com

Ledbury
39, New Street
Ledbury
Herefordshire
HR8 2EA
Tel:01531 633922
brookfieldledbury@outlook.com

www.brookfieldvets.co.uk
@brookfieldvetsuk

PUPPY SOCIALISATION AND
TRAINING

PET BEHAVIOUR

BEHAVIOURIST AND DOG TRAINING
REFERRING BEHAVIOURIST
CLAIRE ARROWSMITH B.Sc (Hons) M.Sc. CCAB

www.petbehaviourcentre.com
Trish Helme RVN Ncert(AnBeh)

Charlotte Bradley RVN and Head Nurse

Trish qualified at Brookfield and has 20 years of
nursing expertise. She joined “Paws for Thought
Dog Display Team” back in 2003 where she
gained invaluable experience training her own
dogs which progressed into taking puppy and adult
obedience and agility classes.

Lottie runs the practice’s puppy socialisation
club and puppy training class and, along with
Trish, has completed “Developing Emotional
Intelligence in Puppies” course with the aim of
giving your puppy the best positive
introduction to Brookfield.

Trish obtained the Nursing Certificate in Animal
Behaviour in 2016 which has given her the
knowledge to help treat both dog and cat
behavioural problems. Trish believes in positive
training methods and reward based programs.

Lottie can give invaluable advice on preventing
behavioural issues along with measures on
socialisation and early training of your new
puppy.

Kelly Wilkes RVN
Kelly has recently joined the Brookfield team and has assisted her
previous practice in gaining the Feline Friendly Practice Award.
With Kelly’s help, Brookfield are striving to achieve this award in
2017 and Kelly is starting her Feline Friendly Nursing Certificate to
help clients with their feline problems.

Claire is a Certificated Clinical Animal Behaviourist, a
Registered Clinical Animal Behaviourist (ABTC) and a
full member of the Association of Pet Behaviour
Counsellors. She has worked with problem behaviour
cases since 2000 and divides her time between
running The Pet Behaviour Centre, seeing cases as the
visiting behaviourist. She genuinely cares about the
well-being of her clients and will give her best to help
you achieve your goals.
LEE AMOS - Dog Trainer

Lee began training and competing with dogs whilst
registered as a young junior handler with the Kennel Club.
In 1992, aged just 16 years, he became the UK junior
handler of the year and began instructing others. Lee has
25 years experience of training dogs in a variety of
disciplines including obedience and agility and provides an
invaluable service when assisting with behavioural and
training issues.

